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2020 RESPONSIBLE INVESTMENT REPORT  

“At Global Alpha, our approach to responsible investment is anchored in our belief that companies that operate with sound 
environmental, social and governance (ESG) practices provide better investment opportunities. In addition to integrating 
ESG matters in our research and valuation, we aim to influence the companies in which we invest on behalf of our clients 
to better mitigate ESG risks in our portfolios. As such I’m proud to present our inaugural Responsible Investment Report 
highlighting some of our activities over the past year.” 

    Robert Beauregard, CIO, Global Alpha Capital Management 

The Environmental, Social & Governance (ESG) revolution reached a long-awaited turning point in 2020. 
Responsible Investment (RI) assets experienced explosive growth around the world, and the issues and 
developments in ESG are becoming increasingly complex and diverse. In our inaugural Responsible Investment Report, 
we will share highlights of our ESG practices occurring in 2020.  

In this report, we will focus on the following initiatives: 

 The United Nations Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI) Assessment Scores  

 Active Ownership Initiatives 

 Diversity & Inclusion (D&I)  

 Portfolio Carbon Footprint Performance 

 ESG Leaders 

 Global Alpha in the Community  
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2020 PRI ASSESSMENT SCORES 

As a result of improvements to our RI practices, Global Alpha’s 2020 PRI scores improved in two of the applicable 
modules and we scored at or above the median in each category.  

GACM PRI Summary Scorecard   

 2020 2019 2018 
Strategy & Governance A+ A A 
Listed Equity - Incorporation A B B 
Listed Equity - Active Ownership B B B 
Source: UN PRI 

ACTIVE OWNERSHIP 
Proxy voting and engagement are key elements of our active ownership activities, as we believe good corporate 
governance enhances long-term shareholder value. Voting proxies in a timely manner and in the best interest of 
clients is part of our fiduciary duty as investment manager. As such, in 2020 we improved our RI efforts by 
implementing a significant enhancement to our Proxy Voting Policy with the addition of stricter guidelines to reflect 
evolving corporate governance best practices. With support from the dedicated Stewardship & Engagement team, 
Global Alpha engages with companies anytime we considered voting against a proposal. As such, Global Alpha 
initiated 98 proxy voting engagements with management in 2020. 

Proxy Voting 

In 2020, Global Alpha voted against 21% of proposals, versus 10% the previous year. Our Proxy Voting Policy in 
some cases is more stringent than ISS’ benchmark recommendations. In 2020, we voted against ISS for 14% of 
proposals, versus 3% in 2019. 

Proposal Category 
Total No. 

of 
proposals  

Votes 
Against 

Management 

Votes with 
Management  

Votes 
Against 

ISS 

Votes with 
ISS 

% Against 
Management 

% 
Against 

ISS 
Compensation Related 262 101 161 59 203 39% 23% 
Capitalization 178 45 133 3 175 25% 2% 
Directors Related 1048 249 799 215 833 24% 21% 
Shareholder Proposal - 
Directors Related  

6 1 5 0 6 17% 0% 

Antitakeover Related 14 1 13 0 14 7% 0% 
Routine/Business 424 17 407 4 420 4% 1% 
Miscellaneous 2 0 2 0 2 0% 0% 
Reorganizations and 
Mergers 

15 0 15 0 15 0% 0% 

Grand Total 1949 414 1535 281 1668 21% 14% 

*Source: ISS 
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*Source: ISS 

In 2020, proposals regarding executive compensation remained a significant focus for Global Alpha. In 2020, we 
voted against 39% of compensation-related proposals, versus 23% a year earlier.  

 
*Source: ISS 

Engagement Examples 

Global Alpha engages with a company any time we are considering voting against a proposal. Here we would like 
to highlight three examples of these proxy voting engagements.  

Farmland Partners Inc.  

In May 2020, Global Alpha’s CIO, Robert Beauregard, conducted a call with executives of Farmland Partners Inc., an 
American Real Estate Investment Trust, regarding the lack of gender diversity of their board of directors. During the 
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engagement, the company shared additional information regarding their efforts to attract female directors and the 
challenges they faced. As a result of the discussion, Global Alpha voted in support of management and strongly 
encouraged the company to add a female director to their board. The company achieved greater board diversity in 
February 2021 when they appointed Ms. Toby O’Rourke to their board of directors.  

Sakata Seed Corp 

In August 2020, Global Alpha engaged with the management of Sakata Seed Corp, a Japanese producer of 
agricultural products, regarding the election of two directors whose affiliations could compromise board 
independence. We believe that, in general, a board should be majority independent, however in Japan, we utilize a 
threshold of 1/3 to take into account local market board structures and standards. The company advised that the 
nominees had limited prior involvement in the business’ operations and that they had fulfilled the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange guidelines for independence. While Global Alpha recognizes the challenges companies may face due to 
differing standards internationally, as a global investor, we still look to encourage improvement to corporate 
governance practices around the globe. As a result of the discussion with the company, we voted against the election 
of the directors in question and shared our guidelines regarding independence with the company.  

Cimpress Plc 

In November 2020, Global Alpha engaged with the management of Cimpress Plc, an American company domiciled 
in Ireland, in the commercial printing sector. The topic of discussion was regarding the company’s executive 
compensation practices, which exceeded Global Alpha’s guidelines. At Global Alpha, we believe that the level of 
CEO remuneration should be reasonable, specifically, total CEO pay should not exceed USD $5 Million, the multiple 
of CEO pay to the pay of the median employee should not exceed 100 times larger and the multiple of CEO pay to 
the average pay of other named executive officers should not exceed three times larger. While Global Alpha 
recognizes the use of performance-based plans to align CEO and shareholder interests, we subsequently voted 
against the say-on-pay proposal, stock plan and members of the compensation committee, for the multiple 
compensation metrics exceeded.   

D&I INITIATIVES 
In October 2020, Global Alpha became a signatory to the new Canadian Investor Statement on Diversity & Inclusion. 
Subsequently, we updated our ESG questionnaire to companies to enhance engagement on this topic. We work 
with several brokerage firms that are owned by women or minorities. 

Within Global Alpha we also foster an environment that promotes D&I:  

 One of the three co-founders is female; 

 Three of the six partners at the firm are minorities, and two of the six are female; 

 Six of the eleven team members were immigrants to Canada; 

 Members of the team speak many languages, including English, French, Spanish, Mandarin, Japanese, 
Vietnamese, Hindi, Gujarati, Memoni, Konkani and Marathi. 

It is our strong belief that diversity of team and thought are key contributors to successful investing. It has been a 
deliberate practice at the firm to build a team of investment professionals with different backgrounds and 
experiences. Collectively, the team has worked across a number of industries, and in a variety of capacities. In 
particular, the team believes that having professional experience outside of the finance industry provides an added 
perspective when evaluating a company and understanding its growth potential. 
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CARBON FOOTPRINT PERFORMANCE  
Since 2017, Global Alpha has subscribed to the ISS Climate Impact Assessment reports to measure the carbon 
footprint of our portfolios. We are a supporter of the Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD) and 
measure our portfolio carbon footprint on a quarterly basis. While we do not set formal targets, at the portfolio and 
holding level, we primarily consider carbon intensity, weighted average carbon intensity and absolute carbon 
emissions in our research.    

As of December 31, 2020, our Global Small Cap portfolio had relative carbon emissions 29.4%1 lower than the 
benchmark and our EAFE Small Cap portfolio had relative carbon emissions 64.9% lower.  

Our outperformance in carbon emissions relative to the benchmark is achieved through our prudent stock 
selection across all sectors.  

 

*Source: ISS. For additional details regarding Global Alpha’s portfolio carbon footprints, please visit our Responsible Investment page 
on our website.1 

  

                                                   

 
1 Measured in terms of Relative Carbon Footprint (tCO₂e/Mio Invested) 
2 Measured in terms of Absolute Scope 1 & 2 (tCO₂e) emissions per sector 
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EXAMPLES OF ESG LEADERS 
Many of our holdings demonstrate excellent ESG practices. Here we would like to highlight two. 

Vitasoy International Holdings (345 HK) 

Vitasoy International Holdings was listed in 2020 Corporate Knights’ Global 100 Most Sustainable Corporations in 
the World. Among the 8,080 listed companies being rated worldwide, it ranked 62nd, up from 90th in 2019. Vitasoy 
is a leading food and beverage company in Asia, known for its soy-based products. It has been a holding since 
inception in 2008. 

DMG Mori Co. Ltd. (6141 JP) 

DMG Mori Co. Ltd. announced recently that it aims to achieve carbon neutrality in all its operation bases across the 
world in 2021. DMG Mori AG, its European subsidiary, already achieved carbon neutrality in 2020, by offsetting the 
carbon emissions from its business activities through the investment in certified sustainable and climate protection 
projects. DMG Mori is the largest machine tool company in the world. 

GLOBAL ALPHA IN THE COMMUNITY  
As an affiliate of Connor, Clark & Lunn Financial Group, Global Alpha proudly provides financial support to the 
Connor, Clark & Lunn Foundation. Created in 1999, the CC&L Foundation responds to requests from clients, staff 
and community members to fund programs and not-for-profit organizations that help promote a better 
environment, improvements to education, advances in science and medicine, stronger communities and the arts. 
As part of our support to the foundation, Global Alpha donates a percentage of profits each year.  

Our COVID-19 Support 

As we grappled with the unprecedented impacts of COVID-19, the Foundation provided donations to organizations 
across the country to support their efforts during the pandemic. Specifically, donations were made in support of our 
frontline health care workers, and food banks in the communities in which we live and work. Their work continues 
to benefit the health and safety of Canadians and aid some of our most vulnerable populations. 

 



 

About Global Alpha Capital Management Ltd. 
Global Alpha Capital Management Ltd. (Global Alpha) is an independent and privately owned investment management firm focused 
exclusively on global and International small cap portfolio management. The team believes that portfolios built from the bottom up using a 
global thematic perspective and a risk-controlled, low turnover approach are key to generating consistent added value for clients over time. 
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Diversity & Inclusion Initiatives 

Early in 2021, the CC&L Foundation has proudly announced the launch of an initiative to provide scholarships to 
alleviate some of the financial barriers that may limit access to higher education. We believe that education 
contributes to the economic health of our communities, and empowers the next generation with the skills required 
to reach their potential. While we recognize the many dimensions to D&I, the Foundation has identified the 
following initial areas of support: 

 Black students  

 Indigenous students 

 Female students 

 LGBTQ+ students 

 Students with disabilities  

For more information on Global Alpha’s philanthropic activities, please visit our website page Global Alpha in the 
Community.      

We hope you have enjoyed our inaugural Responsible Investment Report and we look forward to providing updates 
annually. Should you need further information regarding our RI practices in the meantime our full suite of policies 
and guidelines are available publically on our website: https://www.cclgroup.com/globalalpha/en/home/what-we-
do/responsible-investing. 

https://www.cclgroup.com/globalalpha/en/home/who-we-are/global-alpha-in-the-community
https://www.cclgroup.com/globalalpha/en/home/who-we-are/global-alpha-in-the-community

